Cocktails
Ginger Spiced Rum

(A classic highball cocktail made with
dark rum and ginger beer, served over ice)

SGD 20.00

Smoky Bourbon Cocktail

(Zingy cocktail, with crème de cacao and
grenadine, with a twist of pared orange
zest)

SGD 22.00
Spicy Jal Jeera Mojito
(Minty and spicy Indian beverage, Jal
Jeera, with a classic mojito)

SGD 20.00

Cherry Blossom
(Unique classic cocktail made with Scotch
and full of complex flavor, featuring blood
orange juice and cherry liqueur)

SGD 25.00

Tandoori Tequila Cocktail

(A cocktail of curry leaves, a chili, tandoor
roasted pineapple, lime and tequila
Blanco)

SGD 20.00
Old Monk Twist

(Classic Caribbean cocktail combines
sweet and sour flavors for a fruity
weekend tipple)

SGD 22.00
Pina Colada

(Rum, cream of coconut or coconut milk,
and pineapple juice)

SGD 23.00
John Island Tea

(Alcoholic mixed drink typically made with
vodka, tequila, light rum, triple sec, gin,
lime juice and a splash of cola)

SGD 28.00

Signature Dish
Kindly note that all prices are subject to
10% service charge and 7% GST

Espresso Martini

(Cold, coffee-flavored cocktail made with
Vodka, Kahlua, Bailey’s, butterscotch
liqueur, and espresso coffee)

SGD 24.00
Lychee Martini

(Lychee-flavored cocktail made with
Vodka, lychee liqueur, and lychee syrup)

SGD 22.00
Ayurvedic Whisky Mix

(This cocktail is a modern classic Scotch
cocktail! It pairs whisky with flavors of
honey, lemon and ginger and has a
unique, high-end vibe)

SGD 20.00
Aapon's Gimlet

(Aapon’s version adds fresh lime and dill,
with a dash of angostura bitters to
traditional gimlet)

SGD 23.00
Negroni

(Popular Italian cocktail, made of one part
gin, one part vermouth rosso, and one part
Campari)

SGD 25.00
Fiery & Cloudy

(Fiery Cocktail with mix of Gin, Triple Sec,
lime juice and Indian spices and herbs)

SGD 23.00
Cucumber Fizz

(A popular cocktail of Hendrick’s Gin,
elderflower, lime juice, syrup on muddled
cucumber base topped up with soda)

SGD 25.00
Flavored Margarita
(Strawberry/Lime)
(A mix of tequila, Tripple Sec, and lime
juice often served with salt on the rim of
the glass. Available in flavor of your
choice)

SGD 22.00
Signature Dish
Kindly note that all prices are subject to
10% service charge and 7% GST

Strawberry Daiquiri

(A mix of rum, citrus juice, strawberry
puree and sugar or another sweetener)

SGD 23.00
Sangria

(Sangria is an alcoholic beverage
originating in Spain and Portugal, made
from Red Wine, Brandy, Triple Sec,
Orange Juice, ginger ale & cut fruits)

SGD 25.00

Mocktails
Khatta Meetha Strawberry

(Light and super-refreshing drink recipe
that is sure to keep you energized
throughout the day)

SGD 15.00
Sparkling Cherry Cranberry
Limeade

(Sparkling Cherry Limeade is a refreshing
drink recipe made using sparkling water,
cherry juice, lime juice, sugar, lemon
wedges and cherry)

SGD 12.00

Cherries And Watermelon Slush

(Cool and refreshing beverage made from
fresh watermelon and cherries)

SGD 12.00
Crush Mint Lime

(A delicious mocktail recipe made with
mint leaves, lime juice and mint syrup)

SGD 12.00
Virgin Mojito
Classic/Watermelon

(A delicious mocktail recipe made with
mint leaves, lime, mint syrup and topped
up with soda)

SGD 12.00
Signature Dish
Kindly note that all prices are subject to
10% service charge and 7% GST

Panna
(Mango/Guava/Pineapple)
(A delicious vegan summer cooler made
from fruit of your choice)

SGD 15.00

Honey Avo

(A delicious healthy mocktail from
Avacado and Honey)

SGD 15.00
Lassi
Mango/Mint/Sweet/Salt

(A blend of yogurt, water, spices and
sometimes fruit)

SGD 12.00
Virgin Mary

(A unique drink with an intermingling
taste of tomato juice and Worcestershire
sauce with a dash of lemon and pepper)

SGD 12.00

Signature Dish
Kindly note that all prices are subject to
10% service charge and 7% GST

Whiskies

Single Malt
Glenfiddich 12 Years Single Malt
Whisky
700 ml, 40% vol Alcohol, Scotland
Creamy with a long, smooth and mellow
finish. Distinctively fresh and fruity with a
hint of pear. Beautifully crafted and
delicately balanced. Characteristic sweet,
fruity notes. Develops into butterscotch,
cream, malt and subtle oak flavours.
SGD 18.00 / SGD 178.00

Singleton Dufftown 12 Years Single
Malt Whisky
700 ml, 40% vol Alcohol, Scotland
Singleton 12-year-old Single Malt Scotch
Whisky is a straightforward, nutty and
malty single malt from Speyside, giving off
hints of fresh fruit aromas.

SGD 18.00 / SGD 178.00
Bowmore 15 Years Single Malt
Whisky
700 ml, 43% vol Alcohol, Scotland
Bowmore 15 Year Single Malt Scotch was
delicious, with traces of smoke and
caramel on the nose, dark chocolate and
cherries on the palate, and sherry oak
finish.

SGD 24.00 / SGD 320.00
Teeling Whiskey Irish Single Malt
700 ml, 46% vol Alcohol, Ireland
This Irish Single Malt Whiskey delivers a
unique fruit-forward flavour profile that is
complex yet balanced and has often been
described as a symphony of flavour.

SGD 24.00 / SGD 320.00

Signature Dish
Kindly note that all prices are subject to
10% service charge and 7% GST

Lothaire Fruite Whisky Single
Malt de France
700 ml, 40% vol Alcohol, Lorraine France
Slightly light amber, greedy, malted
cereals. Notes of white fruits, toasted
hazelnut, warm, cereals, fat and round.
SGD 24.00 / SGD 320.00

Glenlivet 15 Years Single Malt
Whisky
700 ml, 43% vol Alcohol, Scotland
Glenlivet 15 was matured in Limousin
Oak casks imported from France. Notes of
chewy resinous wood with well-balanced
acidity. The finish is long and dry

SGD 26.00 / SGD 360.00
Balvenie 14 Years Caribbean
700ml, 43% vol Alcohol, Scotland
Balvenie Caribbean 14 was aged in
standard oak casks before finished in
barrels that had previously kept
Caribbean rum, giving the whisky
sweetness and warmth.

SGD 28.00 / SGD 380.00
Nikka Yoichi Single Malt
700 ml, 45% vol Alcohol, Japan
Yoichi Single Malt is described as bold
and strong. Pleasant peaty notes and
smokiness originating from the traditional
direct coal-fired distillation as well as a
briny hint delivered by the sea breeze
during the aging process.

SGD 29.00 / SGD 390.00

Hatozaki Pure Malt Whisky

700 ml, 46% vol Alcohol, Japan
From the Kaikyo Distillery comes Hatozaki
Pure Malt, made with 100% malt
whiskies, including stocks distilled in
Japan as well as imported malt whiskies.

SGD 29.00 / SGD 390.00
Signature Dish
Kindly note that all prices are subject to
10% service charge and 7% GST

Amrut Kadhambam Single Malt
Whisky
700 ml, 45% vol Alcohol, Japan
Amrut Kadhambam is created from Amrut
single malt whisky and a small amount of
Amrut Peated single malt whisky matured
in 3 different cask-types. The Amrut
Kadhambam has an oily mouthfeel and is
smooth and rich. There are bits of spice,
fruits and more dark chocolate in the
background.
SGD 35.00 / SGD 580.00

Blended Whisky
Famous Grouse
700ml, 40% vol Alcohol, Scotland
Famous grouse finest scotch whiskey is
matured in seasoned oak casks and
bottled in Scotland. The famous grouse is
named after the Red Grouse, Scotland's
national game bird. It is a marriage of
finest Scotch whiskies. The blend is
crafted from the finest malt whiskies
married with exceptional grain whiskies
for the smoothest possible taste.
SGD 15.00 / SGD 134.00

Johny Walker Double Black
700ml, 40% vol Alcohol, Scotland
Johnnie Walker Double Black is a toasty,
smoky whisky with Johnnie Walker's
usual rich, malty core. Good length with
notes of malt, boiled sweets, black pepper
& cool smoke.

SGD 19.00 / SGD 188.00
Bulleit Rye Bourbon

700ml, 45% vol Alcohol, United States
Bulleit Rye Bourbon is a small-batch rye
bourbon brewed with 95% rye and 5%
malted barley. Cherry and a hint of
orange zest on the tongue, with a smokey
aftertaste.

SGD 20.00 / SGD 236.00

Signature Dish
Kindly note that all prices are subject to
10% service charge and 7% GST

Chivas Regal 18-Year-Old
700ml, 40% vol Alcohol, Scotland
A uniquely rich & multi-layered blend
created by Colin Scott using various malt
& grain whiskies from distilleries all over
Scotland with 85 unique flavour notes in
every drop.

SGD 25.00 / SGD 340.00
Blanton’s Original Single Barrel
Whiskey
700ml, 46.5% vol Alcohol, United States
Taken from the center-cut or middle
sections of the famous Warehouse H,
Blanton’s Original Single Barrel. The taste
profile is sweet, with notes of citrus and
oak. The creamy vanilla nose is teased
with caramel and butterscotch, all
underscored by familiar baking spices
such as clove, nutmeg, or cinnamon.

SGD 29.00 / SGD 398.00
Johnnie Walker Blue Label
700ml, 40% vol Alcohol, Scotland
A uniquely rich & multi-layered blend
created by Colin Scott using various malt
& grain whiskies from distilleries all over
Scotland with 85 unique flavour notes in
every drop.

SGD 34.00 / SGD 560.00

Rum
Bacardi Superior (White)
700 ml, 37.5% vol Alcohol, Puerto Rico
The nose is light and fresh with a little
spice and pepper, quite spirity. The palate
is of medium body with hints of tropical
fruit and a note of dark brown sugar and
winter spice. The finish is good with
smooth vanilla spice notes.

SGD 15.00 / SGD 134.00

Signature Dish
Kindly note that all prices are subject to
10% service charge and 7% GST

OLD MONK 7-Years-Old
750 ml, 40% vol Alcohol, India
Old Monk Rum is quality dark rum made
by traditional method, blended for 7
years. The sweet aroma of the beverage
has the notes of caramel, chocolate, ripe
peach and vanilla. The taste of Old Monk
Rum is not as sweet as the sweet aroma
may refer to.

SGD 15.00 / SGD 136.00
Abuelo 7-Years-Old
700 ml, 40% vol Alcohol, Panama
Ron Abuelo (literally 'Grandfather's rum in
Spanish) is distilled from fermented
molasses at the family-owned Varela
Hermanos distillery in Panama. The 7
years opens with a slight sweetness on
the nose, followed by light aromas that
conjure floral notes, dry grass and hints of
dry sherry.

SGD 20.00 / SGD 226.00
Arcane Extraroma Amber Rum
12-Years-Old
700 ml, 40% vol Alcohol, Mauritius
The Arcane is distilled from fresh
sugarcane juice that has been aged in oak
in barrels not to exceed 650 liters. Sweet
and fruity papaya, mango, pineapple,
banana, coconut and lychee dominate the
palate over notes of lilac, sage, thyme,
and malted milk chocolate.

SGD 21.00 / SGD 276.00

OLD MONK Gold Reserve 12Years-Old
700 ml, 42% vol Alcohol, India
Aged for 12 years in oak barrels, with
subtle aromas of dried orange slices,
dried fruit and figs and bourbon-vanilla
subtle nuances. Very smooth on palate
with sweet and fruity aromas of
Christmas cake, oranges, and chocolate.

SGD 21.00 / SGD 276.00
Signature Dish
Kindly note that all prices are subject to
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Quorhum 15-Years-Old
700 ml, 40% vol Alcohol, Dominican
Republic
Ron Quorhum 15-Year-Old which is
carefully distilled at Oliver & Oliver
International is adored for its spicy,
honey, cake and papaya flavor notes.

SGD 25.00 / SGD 336.00

GIN

Gordon's London Dry Gin
700 ml, 37.5% vol Alcohol, England
Gordon's Gin is a classic dry gin that was
created in1769. On the palate, clean and
dry juniper develops, followed by lemon
and a medium-length finish.

SGD 15.00 / SGD 134.00
Tanqueray Rangpur Gin
700 ml, 41.3% vol Alcohol, UK
Tanqueray Rangpur Gin, also known as
mandarin orange, is flavored with
Rangpur lime. Smoothly dried finish,
lemon scent have a fresh citrus peel nose.
SGD 21.00 / SGD 236.00

Hendricks Gin
700 ml, 41.4% vol Alcohol, Scotland
Hendricks Gin is distilled in Carter-head
still. The finish is lengthy, with a juniperdriven astringency. Soaked rose, petal,
earl grey and lime notes.
SGD 22.00 / SGD 248.00

135 East Dry Hyogo Gin
700 ml, 42.0% vol Alcohol, Japan
135 East Hyogo Dry Gin from The Kaikyo
Distillery is named for the Akashi
Meridian, which runs past the distillery in
Akashi city at 135 degrees east longitude.
Leafy and vibrant, with mint, lime,
caraway and fresh juniper.

SGD 24.00 / SGD 298.00

Signature Dish
Kindly note that all prices are subject to
10% service charge and 7% GST

Four Pillars Bloody Shiraz Gin
700 ml, 37.8% vol Alcohol, Australia
Four Pillars Bloody Shiraz Gin is a unique
one-of-a-kind gin, produced by soaking
Yarra Valley Shiraz grapes with the
original Four Pillars Signature Rare Dry
Gin.

SGD 25.00 / SGD 312.00

Jaisalmer Indian Craft Gin
700 ml, 43% vol Alcohol, India
Jaisalmer Indian Craft Gin distilled in
Rampur distillery, which has a classic
first nose. The finish is medium, with
notes of spice and a dull radiant warmth.

SGD 25.00 / SGD 312.00

Vodka
Smirnoff NO. 21 VODKA
700 ml, 40% vol Alcohol, Russia
Smirnoff No. 21 Vodka is neutral on the
nose save a few dusty grain notes. The
vodka feels soft on the palate with a touch
of grain sweetness but is mostly neutral.
A little oily. Finishes clean and a touch
spicy.

SGD 15.00 / SGD 134.00
Greygoose Original Vodka
700 ml, 40% vol Alcohol, France
Grey Goose Vodka is made with spring
water from the Gensac that is filtered
through champagne limestone and
distilled using French wheat from the La
Beauce region.

SGD 18.00 / SGD 188.00

Signature Dish
Kindly note that all prices are subject to
10% service charge and 7% GST

Tito’s Handmade Vodka
750 ml, 40% vol Alcohol, United States
Tito’s Handmade Vodka is produced in
Austin at Texas’ oldest legal distillery.
Slightly sweet with creamy mouthfeel and
cracked black pepper spice.

SGD 22.00 / SGD 228.00

Tequila
Jose Cuervo Especial Gold
700 ml, 38% vol Alcohol, Mexico
Especial Gold is a blend of reposado and
unaged blanco Tequilas. Hints of soft
spice and mixed peels. Dried herbs, baked
agaves and honey.

SGD 15.00 / SGD 134.00

ILEGAL MEZCAL Reposado
700 ml, 40% vol Alcohol, Oaxaca Mexico
Ilegal Reposado is aged for 4 months in
American oak barrels. It has caramelized
pear and bitter orange on the nose, and
clove, toffee and hints of vanilla on the
palate. The mouth feel is velvety
throughout.

SGD 24.00 / SGD 298.00

Signature Dish
Kindly note that all prices are subject to
10% service charge and 7% GST

Champagne

Legras & Haas Brut Intuition NV
Chouilly, Champagne
Blend of Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, Pinot
Meunièr
A Cuvée from different vintages is always
a pleasure and a challenge for the Legras
& Haas family. The larger part of
chardonnay grants elegance and
fineness, Pinot Noir brings structure and
intensity, while Meunier the fruity touch.

SGD 158.00

Sparkling
Soligo Spumante Brut Prosecco
DOC
Treviso, Veneto, Italy
Glera

Straw yellow with green highlights. Fruity
aroma of apples and pears and nuances
of acacia flowers and citrus. The palate
fine balance between acidity and sugar
makes this sparkling wine very delicate
and intense.

SGD 68.00

Rose

Mas La Chevaliere Rose Organic
2019
Languedoc, France
Blend of Grenache and Syrah

Bright rose petal colour. Ripe red currant
and red fruit aromas on the nose. Delicate
fruitiness on the palate, combined with a
lively acidity.

SGD 84.00

Signature Dish
Kindly note that all prices are subject to
10% service charge and 7% GST

Sweet

Gianni Doglia Moscato D’Asti
DOCG 2020
Piedmont, Italy
Moscato Blanc
An elegant, frizzante wine, naturally
sparkling, fine, straw yellow hue with a
fresh aroma and floral bouquet of peaches
and apricot.

SGD 78.00

Red wine
Matahiwi Estate 2019

Martinborough, New Zealand
Pinot Noir
This beautiful & attractive, soft Pinot Noir
shows red berry, dark plum and cherry
flavours with fragrant fresh hay and
savoury oak characters. On the palate, it
is soft and round, with a hint of spicy
smoky oak and a long finish.

SGD 18.00 / SGD 85.00
Odfjell Orzada Bio-Dynamic and
Organic 2019
Maule Valley, Chile
Carignan

Deep and intense ruby colour with a touch
of violet. This wine displays a neverending mix of aromas such as cherry
liqueur, licorice, white fruits such as
apricots, white peaches, pears and a
touch of lychee. A note of jasmine to wrap
up.in the palate, it is fresh, juicy and
opulent. The wine fulfills the mouth for an
extremely refreshing experience.

SGD 98.00

Signature Dish
Kindly note that all prices are subject to
10% service charge and 7% GST

Susana Balbo Signature Malbec
2018
Mendoza, Argentina
Malbec

Beautiful deep violet colour with exploding
aromas of blackberry, black cherry and
blueberries framed by hints of spices and
mint. Notes of toasty vanilla, bittersweet
chocolate and a hint of mint on the finish.

SGD 132.00
Mas Martinet Bru 2019 D.O.Q

Priorat, Spain
Blend of Garnacha, Syrah, Carinena,
Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon
A Red Wine with a rich nose of aromas of
forest fruits accompanied by mineral
nuances, cherries in liqueur and hints of
liquorice. On the palate it is fresh and
pleasant.

SGD 149.00
L’Avenir Single Block 2016
Stellenbosch, South Africa
Pinotage

Intense spicy fruitcake, supported by
sweet oak characters and delicate floral
notes. Dynamic and rich fruit flavours are
complimented by a full-body structure,
fine tannins and a powerful finish.

SGD 162.00

Gaja Sito Moresco Langhe DOC
2018
Piedmont, Italy
Blend of Nebbiolo, Merlot, Cabernet
Sauvignon

Pure nose with aromas of small fruits, an
elegant balance with fine tannins.
Sito Moresco combines the complexity and
longevity of Nebbiolo with the refinement
and accessibility of Cabernet Sauvignon
and Merlot.

SGD 182.00
Signature Dish
Kindly note that all prices are subject to
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Silver Oak Alexander Valley 2016
California, USA
Cabernet Sauvignon

A youthful and exuberant purple hue
wine, aromas of cassis, cocoa and
brambly black cherries, full and dense, a
sweet core of fruit on the palate with
plenty of structure from a world renown
sustainable winery.

SGD 268.00
Rindo, Kenzo Estate 2018
Napa Valley, USA
Bordeaux Blend

Meaning purple bell or gentian flower
‘rindo’ represents the beautiful purple hue
of the grape clusters that resemble the
shape of many bells hanging in the
vineyard. This 2018 composition is
soaring and layered with aromatics of
cocoa, plum and vanilla with sensational
dark fruit on the palate, and a subtle
minerality providing balance-a beautifully
approachable wine.

SGD 322.00

Signature Dish
Kindly note that all prices are subject to
10% service charge and 7% GST

White Wine
ENATE Chardonnay 2020
Somontano, Spain
Chardonnay
Pale yellow in colour with a silvery green
sheen. Complex and intense varietals
Aromas reveal green apple, ripe peach,
fennel and exotic fruit (guava and passion
fruit) against a subtle mineral
background.

SGD 18 / SGD 78.00

Susana Balbo Signature Barrel
Fermented 2019
Uco Valley, Argentina
Torrontes

Grapes from the Finca da Delfina
vineyard in Altamira at 1,150m are
fermented and aged for four months in
new French oak barrels, which gives good
structure to the peachy, floral fruit that
has really stalky, herbal streak.

SGD 128.00

Mac Forbes RS3

Bio-Dynamic Farming 2019
Strathbogie Ranges, Victoria, Australia
Riesling
Pale Straw with a green hue. Brilliant
nose, lime pith, melon, guava balanced
with savoury lees influence. Palate is firm
and weighty with harmonious balance
and line.

SGD 148.00

Signature Dish
Kindly note that all prices are subject to
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Gaja Rossj Bass, Langhe DOC
Organic Farming 2019

Piedmont, Italy
Blend of Chardonnay and Sauvignon
Blanc
Bright straw yellow with intense golden
reflections. Opens with floral and fruity
scents, enriched with citrus notes, and
decided by pleasant, honeyed shades.
Bodied, elegant and powerful in the
tasting, fresh, supported by good acidity
and long finish.

SGD 198.00
Asatsuyu Kenzo Estate 2019
Napa Valley, USA
Blend of Sauvignon Blanc, Semillon
Translated as “morning dew”, asatsuyu is
named for the mist that drifts through the
vineyards at dawn, depositing tiny
moisture beads on the berries. This pale
straw yellow wine is having a bouquet of
honey, citrus, ripe white peach, limestone,
honeysuckle with a touch of melon.

SGD 248.00

Signature Dish
Kindly note that all prices are subject to
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Sake
Akashi-Tai Junmai Daiginjo
Genshu

Hyogo, Japan
Yamadanishiki Rice, 720 ml, 16% vol
Alcohol
A medium-bodied rice wine that's a great
introduction to sake, as well as a treat for
connoisseurs. Made only in the mid-late
winter months from the highest grade of
Yamadanishiki rice, this has aromas of
lilies, pear and honey. The flavours mirror
the nose, adding only a subtle hint of
anise before a dry citrus finish.

SGD 198.00

Akashi-Tai Junmai Tokubetsu

Hyogo, Japan
Yamadanishiki Rice, 720 ml, 15% vol
Alcohol
A complex Junmai sake from Akashi-tai,
made using Yamadanishiki rice from
Hyogo prefecture. Hand-made from koji to
bottling, it's an artisan product, which
shines through in the flavour – full bodied
and well-structured.

SGD 148.00

Signature Dish
Kindly note that all prices are subject to
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Chilled Beer
Brewlander Respect (Craft Beer)
Singapore
5.8% Alcohol, 330 ml

The combination of specialty malts results
in a lush full-bodied Porter, showcasing
rich coffee and cacao notes, with a hint of
elderberry flavor from Willamette hops.

Single Bottle SGD 15.00
Bucket of Five SGD 55.00
Brewlander Love (Craft Beer)
Singapore
6.5% Alcohol, 330 ml

Love explodes with a beautiful tropical medley
of pineapple, mango and passion fruit aromas
finishing with a long, clean hoppy bitterness.
The mouthfeel is silky and teases with a hint of
tartness. This beer's enticing fruity aromas will
make you fall in love!

Single Bottle SGD 15.00
Bucket of Five SGD 55.00
Kingfisher Lager Beer
India
5.0% Alcohol, 330 ml

Kingfisher is the world's No. 1 selling Indian
Beer. Brewed from the finest malted barley and
hops, Kingfisher has an award-winning quality
and taste, perfectly complimenting hot spicy
food.

Single Bottle SGD 15.00
Bucket of Five SGD 55.00

Signature Dish
Kindly note that all prices are subject to
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Chilled Beverages
Coke
Coke Diet
Sprite
Tonic
Singha Soda
Gingerale
Red Bull

SGD 8.00
SGD 8.00
SGD 8.00
SGD 8.00
SGD 8.00
SGD 8.00
SGD 12.00

Hot Beverages
Masala Chai
Darjeeling Tea
Ceylon Tea
Green Tea

SGD
SGD
SGD
SGD

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

Single Espresso
Double Espresso
Long Black
Latte
Cappuccino

SGD 6.00
SGD 9.00
SGD 8.00
SGD 10.00
SGD 10.00

Fresh Juices
Watermelon
Green Apple
Orange

SGD 10.00
SGD 10.00
SGD 10.00

Signature Dish
Kindly note that all prices are subject to
10% service charge and 7% GST

